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the ideal flames the most brightly, flagrant evils may flour-
ish which religion neither prevents nor destroys; but such
evils are generally abhorred; they are practised at the risk
of heavy punishment; and their ultimate suppression is re-
garded as both necessary and possible. Even in such lands
the moral atmosphere, sensitive both to good and evil, may
fluctuate. Fluctuations occur in our own land. But in
spite of our alarming national record for divorce, reflecting
the attitude toward marriage of a small but unhappily in-
creasing minority; in spite of the frequent failure to convict
for crimes of violence, due to an overscrupulous regard For
legal technicalities; and, more important still, in spite of the
consequent lowering of the moral atmosphere, breathed by
the whole body politic and thus subtly affecting even those
whose personal ideals and practice may remain on the high-
est plane, but who at the same time are unconsciously in-
duced to relax their belief in the universal applicability of
these ideals, or to view with a certain indulgence those who
deny the moral imperative of these ideals—in spite of all
these tendencies, it is to be thankfully believed that the
ideals and practice of the sound majority will sign in clarify
the moral atmosphere. In our land even, a distant approach
to conditions prevailing in the Mohammedan world is in-
conceivable.
For a relaxed moral atmosphere pervades Islam, even in
countries where its tenets are most purely followed and
where the characteristic Oriental decorum or outward re-
spectability is most noticeable. A low view of marriage is
stereotyped in the Koran, with its legislation regarding po-
lygamy. The temporary marriages permitted to the Hhi'ahs
constitute a legalised prostitution. With the Sunnis, not
only polygamy and concubinage* with slaves are sanctioned,
but divorce may depend pnietieully on the cap rice of the
husband. Forma] sins against purity, stigmatised by the
Koran, are held in toleration and are regarded with indul-
gence even by many Moslems who would utterly .shrink
from practising them. In such an atmosphere innocent
children have a knowledge of vices unknown even by name
to many adults in Christian lands. My foreman reported

